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Conductance quantization in quasi-2D electron systems with strong fluctuation potential

B. A. Aronzon†, D. A. Bakaushin‡, A. S. Vedeneev†, E. Z. Meilikhov†, and V. V. Ryl’kov†‡
† Russian Research Center “Kurchatov Institute”, 123182 Moscow, Russia
‡ Institute of Radioengineering & Electronics RAS, 141120 Fryazino, Moscow reg., Russia

We have experimentally shown that some FET-like percolating 2D electron systems (with the length comparable with the percolation correlation length and the width exceeding the latter) based on semiconductor-insulator interfaces (Si/SiO$_2$, GaAs/AlGaAs, n-GaAs/i-GaAs etc.) with strong electrostatic fluctuation potential (FP) [1] reveal the conductance quantization and drastic decrease in electron localisation degree (in minima of the chaotic potential relief) at elevated temperatures (77–300 K) [2-4]. Estimation of the correlation length has proved that investigated structures of about one micrometer gate length are the real mesoscopic ones.

We have interpreted these effects in terms of the electron transport through some paths corresponding to the percolation level lowered in comparison with the infinite cluster. The resistance of this path is controlled by a single saddle constriction of the chaotic potential relief. When the electron transport through the constriction is ballistic, the structure conductance becomes to be of quantum quasi-1D character.

To construct the physical model of the conductance quantization we have performed a number of computer experiments. Distribution and correlation functions of FP induced in 2D-electron plane by the chaotic ensemble of built-in charges were calculated. As the saddle constrictions determine both the percolation level and the conductance quantization, saddle energy distribution function, negative and positive curvatures’ value order, and energy dependence of their averaged ratio were calculated as well. Energy distributions of the percolation levels for mesoscopic structures were also simulated by means of considering the percolation networks of finite sizes.

As a result, we concluded that the physical model considered could qualitatively explain the experiments and predict unusual behaviour of the similar mesoscopic systems caused by the possible strong dependence of the percolation path configuration on electric and magnetic fields.
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